Evado eClinical:Fully
managed cloud solution
for Big Pharma

INTERNATIONAL PHASE 11B TRIAL
Executive Summary
‘We were very pleased that
Evado could make changes to
the trial protocol in a matter of
days, not months, because
Evado’s schedules and forms
are all versioned and online.’
Investigator

Evado Pty. Ltd.

Evado eClinical provided a fully managed cloud solution that
was significantly less expensive than the larger international
systems.

Challenges
A large international pharmaceutical company was running a
Phase IIB drug trial, with the aim of extending the indications
for registration of the drug. The trial consisted of 120
subjects and was run across 25 sites in three countries and
different time zones. Needing a lightweight, easy-to-use
platform to manage it, they turned to Evado.

www.evado.com

How Evado Helped
Evado eClinical provided a lightweight and
compliant cloud solution with all the
specified features, including 24/7
availability, training and online support
that was significantly less expensive than
the larger international systems in the
Australian market at the time. Evado
eClinical provided the following features:
•

•

•

•

•

Visit-scheduling system that
enabled site staff to plan
scheduled and unplanned visits
The ability to update visit
schedule and forms to meet
changes in the trial protocol in
days not months
Data-export capabilities that
enabled the trial data to be
easily imported into SPSS
Flexibility, allowing site staff to
comprehensively annotate
eCRFs
Users experience sub-second
response times

Evado designed the eCRF pages into
Evado eClinical, configured the trial, set
up all of the sites, set up all of the user
access, and provided online support.
Evado made changes to the system on
an as-needed basis and attended
investigator and site meetings as
required and developed a specific elearning package.
Evado also provided ongoing
operational support throughout the
course of the trial, responding promptly
if there was a problem, meeting with
staff in different time zones, and
providing an online support system. In
the five years that the trial has been run
to date, Evado has ensured 24/7
availability of the system, with no down
time.
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‘The Evado team were great to work with −
they certainly put their customers first.’
Trial Manager
‘One of Evado’s features was the ability to have
statistical data exported at any point in the trial.’
Data manager
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